2010 List of Publications
Modern Literature and Culture Research Centre

Scholarly Books


Trade Editions


Scholarly Articles & Chapters (Peer-reviewed)


---. “Embodied Landscape Aesthetics in *Anne of Green Gables.*” *The Lion and the Unicorn.* Johns Hopkins University Press 34.2 (April 2010), 228-47.


Mulhallen, Karen. “Introduction.” *Blake In Our Time, Essays in Honour of G.E. Bentley*


**Literary Translation**

Kajihara, Yuka, "Bill Milner, the imaginative child in Son of Rambow." *Cinema Apied* 7 (Forthcoming Spring 2011).


**Other Scholarship & Criticism**


**Keynotes, Conference Presentations & Public Lectures**


---. “Limit Cases: Gertrude Stein as Biographer.” Graduate Program in Women’s Studies Seminar Series. York University, November 2010.

---, with Linda Hutcheon, Michael Hutcheon, Amelia DeFalco, Katherine R. Larson, Helmut Reichenbächer, and Lawrence Wiliford, tenor. “Britten’s Last Years and Late Style.” The Opera Exchange: Multi-disciplinary Approaches to Opera. Walter Hall, University of Toronto, October 2010.


---. “Adaptive Design as Social Technology in Early Learning Environments.” Faculty of Community Services SRC Poster Event, Ryerson University, March 30, 2010 (with Alison Gaston and Sarah Tan).


**Exhibition**


---. *U of T Academic Bridging Program Testimonials*. HD, 1-2 min. each, 2011.


---. *The Last Stop*. S16mm/DI, 17 min., 2010.

**MLC Lecture Series 2010**


Performances & Readings


---. Comment Redonner un Sens au mot "Humanisme"? In transit on the TTC Subway, Toronto, 2010.


Ongoing MLC Research Projects

The Paintings of Mary Riter Hamilton (Jenny LeRoy). Research on M.R. Hamilton’s life; cataloguing and analysis of her work.

Elsa von Freytag-Loringhoven Correspondence (Karen Correia Da Silva, Joanna Cafua). Transcription of the Baroness Elsa’s letters collected at the University of Maryland Archives.

Library Cataloguing and Preservation Initiative (Heather Lenehan, Gabriella De Bartolo, Cristina Naccarato). Preservation of rare, delicate materials; application of bookplates to special collections; cataloguing of donations and purchases.
Image Cataloguing (David Whillans). Cataloguing archival and research materials, promotional materials.
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